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Solar-assisted self-sufficiency system of a multiple family house in 

Themar 

Owner Wohnungsbaugenossenschaft Themar 

 

Project Overview 

Project  Installed 

power  

CO2 reuction/year Spcific Yield (AC)  Energy output p.a.  

Wohnungsbau-

genossenschaft 

Themar 

15,52 

kWp 

ca. 10 t p.a. 939,00 kWh/kWp  14.573,28 kWh 

 

A regenerative power and heat supply system has been installed for a multiple family house in Themar 

concerning 4 residential units to achieve the highest possible autarky.  

It was provided a PV system with a battery storage which can be used by all units. Each accommodation 

unit is powered by the PV system via power inverter. If the current memory is empty, the electricity 

from the grid can be obtained, a so-called power transfer switch which is not noticeable to the 

residents.  

The central heat pump for the heating is also supplied form the PV sysem via power inverter.  

If the current memory is full, the excessive yields of the PV system may additionally be used to produce 

hot water and heating support as well.  

 

Components/ Specific characteristics  Explanations/ advantages 

Solar panels: Schott Solar  

ASI 97 

160 pcs. (power class: 97 Wp ) 

Power tolerance  -0 Wp/ + 5Wp 

Thin film technique  
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Battery storage: Sinusstrom GmbH cell: lithium cells SP-LFP100 SP 45 pcs.  

Mini-BMS: Sinusstrom GmbH 

Single cell monitoring 

Passive cell balancing to 0.9 A 

interface: potential-free signal contacts 

14,40 kWh 

Inverter:  

Sinus Power SP2500S/48V/TI/NUS 

Sinus Power SP7500S/48V/TI/NUS 

 

4 pcs., 2,5 kVA single phase 

 

1 pcs., 7,5 kVA three phase 

 

Heating support Charging of heat storage in excesses yield 

Furthermore, all the programming work and planning has been taking over by Sinusstrom GmbH to 

realize a fully functional solar-assisted self-sufficiency system of a multiple family house. 

 

 

Illustration 1 General plan 
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Illustration 2 Inverter cabinet 

 

Illustration  3 Batteries 


